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1

Overview

1.1 Scope and Purpose of this document
We have prepared this document in order to provide clear guidance to each company
invited to present their solutions to the selection panel. It also exists to describe the
example data provided so that invited suppliers may demonstrate their ability to address
the issues outlined in the Expressions of Interest document. Please read this thoroughly as
it explains how what we would like you to present, and in what format.
We will be happy to answer any questions you may have. Please feel free to contact:
Tim Macer

tim@meaning.uk.com

tel +44 20 3291 2931

Sheila Wilson

Sheila@meaning.uk.com

tel. +44 20 3291 2933

Please allow us two days to respond to any request for information, as it may be necessary
to contact more than one member of staff at Millward Brown in providing an answer.

1.2 Confidentiality
The entire contents of this document and the data and specification files provided all
constitute Confidential Information as defined in clause 1 of the Confidentiality Agreement
entered into by your company with Millward Brown.

1.3 Classes of deliverables
We continue to follow the same categorisation of deliverables, as in our request for
expressions of interest, namely:
Type

Summary description

A

Enhanced
deliverables

Enhanced deliverables in Microsoft Excel and Microsoft
PowerPoint. Dynamic documents distributed to clients
containing aggregated data which the end-user can slice and
dice, and drill down through, to some extent

B

Dashboards &
KPI

Web-based dashboard and other graphical interfaces for
reporting Key Performance Indicator (KPI) data, with some
capabilities for drill down, apply filtering and provide
automated alerts based on critical values or ratios.

C

Online analysis

Web-based analysis and reporting tools that will allow expert
users within client organisations to perform additional analysis
on respondent level data (case data) – cross-tabs and
visualisation tools that are capable of reporting time-series
tracking data.
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We have already stated to you in our invitation to present, which areas we wish you to
address in your presentation.

1.4 Components of your presentation
There are essentially three components of your presentation we are asking you to
prepare, as follows:

1.4.1 Demonstration
We have provided a number of datasets and examples of reports, and ask that you prepare
these as examples, for demonstration to the selection panel. We ask that you demonstrate
these using the actual software, so that selectors can evaluate the actual software that will
be used.
What we are seeking from the demonstration, and explanations of the various data files
and documents provided are given in Section 2, ‘Demonstration Data‘.

1.4.2 Written submission – supplementary questions and costs
Rather than request a detailed written presentation, we are seeking the answers to a
number of specific questions, some of which you may wish to include in your presentation.
These questions are presented in Section 3, ‘Supplementary Questions‘.
We also request that you provide a cost estimate on the basis of examples we provide in
Section 4, ‘Cost Estimate‘.
Please provide a document (as either a Word or PDF file) containing your answers to
these questions, by email to Sheila Wilson (sheila@meaning.uk.com).
We would like to receive this document at least two working days before your
presentation, so that we may circulate it to the members of the selection panel.

1.4.3 Presentation
You may wish to use a PowerPoint file as a part of your presentation. In your presentation,
we wish you to cover:
•

Brief outline of your company, relevant experience, the team that Millward Brown
would be working with, if the work is awarded to you

•

Outline of your proposed solution: the software, the services (both
implementation and operational, where relevant)

•

Specific consideration of data transfer and change management

•

Any other points you wish to emphasise from the supplementary questions we
have asked.

This is described in detail in Section 5, ‘Presentation’.
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2

Demonstration Data

2.1 Requirements for the demonstrations using Millward
Brown data

We have provided example data for two countries (UK and Spain) for a range of periods.
We would like you to use this data (and preferably only this data) in your demonstration.
In particular, we would like you to do the following:
R1

Please use respondent-level data if you can. Millward Brown wish to minimise data
transformations, and have any solution work from as close to ‘native’ format as
possible

R2

Please use the full dataset at some point, as we are interested in seeing how your
solution copes under load with a typical volume of data.

R3

We have also provided the aggregated data so that you can validate your results
against Millward Brown’s. This may also be used if your solution works on
aggregated data rather than respondent-level data.

R4

A small amount of media data is also provided to illustrate the problems of reporting
on survey and non survey data together – in each country-specific set of files – we
would like you to include this in your demonstration. We provide an explanation of
the format of the media files in Appendix A.

R5

We have provided some examples of typical charts in the .PPT file in each countryspecific ZIP file. We have also reprinted the examples provided in our earlier Seeking
Expressions of Interest document, in Appendix C, for reference purposes. Please
provide examples of as many different charts as is practical.

R6

We have also provided example tables that are both rolled and unrolled (in .XLS
format). Please prepare some examples in both formats, and be prepared to
demonstrate how you can switch from rolled to unrolled data.

R7

Ensure that you demonstrate how you can cope with discontinuous periods and
missing periods (as described in Appendix B)

R8

In addition, please prepare a range of additional data visualizations that go beyond
these formats, as you consider appropriate. We are also interested in seeing the
range of different presentation styles and formats you can offer, beyond the more
conventional pie, bar and lines charts.

R9

Use the splits we have included (by data period, by gender, by area, comparing
discrete total period, comparing a brand across studies) as you can. However, do
not limit your examples to what we have done, if you have alternatives to show that
you think we may be interested in.

R10 Please ensure you provide examples that cover the entire range of question types
provided (categoric, grids, numeric (eg age)).
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2.2 Files provided
2.2.1 Top level files
We have provided files and ZIP archives containing a number of files, as follows:
File
Questionnaire
UK_Round3_2010.doc
List of variables.xls
All files_Spain.ZIP
All files_UK.ZIP

Contents
Master questionnaire
Excel document listing all the variables used in analysis
ZIP archive of the data files and supporting documents
for Spain (see below)
ZIP archive of the data files and supporting documents
for UK (see below)

2.2.2 Country specific files: Spain and UK
All files_Spain.zip
All files UK.zip
Contents
SP_DDF_DATA.ZIP UK_DDF_DATA.ZIP Cut down dataset – all records but only
those questions used to produce the
example tables and charts
SP_ER1.XLS
UK_ER1.XLS
Set of example tables – use these as
examples for those you will be presenting,
and also to validate the figures you are
producing.
SP_ER1.PPT
UK_ER1.PPT
Set of PowerPoint charts tables. Use these
as examples for those you will be
presenting, and also to validate the figures
you are producing.
SP_ER1.NUM
UK_ER1.NUM
Example chart data (aggregated values). An
editable text file giving the rolled survey
data and unrolled media figures from 3
charts in *_er1.ppt (aided awareness on 3
bases)
SP_FULL.ZIP

UK_FULL.ZIP

SP_SPEND.ZIP

UK_SPEND.ZIP

Full respondent level data for Spain – case
data and metadata.
ZIP archive containing files relating to ad
spend data – see Appendix A
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3

Supplementary Questions
We would like you to provide a written document providing answers to each of the
following lines of inquiry, which we will also use to evaluate you proposed solution. This
should be written as a supplement to your original Expressions of Interest response. There
is no need to repeat any information provided in there. It would be helpful if you could
organise your document by the same structure of headings, below.

3.1 Scope of work and your offer for services
To clarify what you are offering, with respect to software and service components. Within
these service components, to identify what is initial design and build work and what is
ongoing production activity (daily/weekly/periodic refresh of data). Indicative costs should
be provided for these, as requested elsewhere.
In particular, we require clear indication of those tasks that:
•

You are offering to undertake

•

The tasks you are expecting Millward Brown to perform

•

Tasks which, optionally, either party may perform

3.2 Data transfer
Proposals for automated transfer of data and metadata, and within this, managing change
(where change includes new brands and products, new questions, changes to existing
questions, brands, products etc, new demographics, new markets/geographies (such as is
routine in handling continuous MR survey data)
We will ask you to step us through this in your presentation.

3.3 Implementation model
The implementation model you will adopt: the project lifecycle, method used, interaction
with the client etc, right through from requirement solicitation and development to
adoption and exploitation

3.4 Communication and reporting model
Proposed lines of communication, project management, support and issue resolution

3.5 Global reach
How you would service and support customers in different parts of the world?
What support you provide for foreign characters, e.g. being able to provide reports in the
Asia Pacific region, in local languages.
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3.6 Training or familiarisation
How necessary? How would it be handled?

3.7 Experiences with the data we provided
Your experiences in working with the data we sent you. How long it took to make the
demo from the files we sent, and how long it would be likely to take. What issues, if any,
that you encountered using the data or where improvements could be of benefit.

3.8 Operational considerations
3.8.1 Error reporting
When data transfers fail what is the workflow/process?

3.8.2 Change Control Management
What process will you provide or use to control and manage change.

3.8.3 Quality
Any recognised quality methods/standards that you follow.

3.8.4 User Maintenance
How are users added/amended/deleted and what type of users are they? How are roles
granted? Support and methods for single sign-on?

3.8.5 Service Level Agreement
What SLA will would you propose to offer to Millward Brown and to its clients with
respect to:
•

Software issues

•

Other service or delivery faults

3.9 Technical considerations
3.9.1 Technology used
Hardware requirements and software technology being used

3.9.2 Upgrade path
Normal development and update cycle for the products used. Client’s entitlement to
upgrades – covered by maintenance agreement? Indicative costs should be provided, as
requested elsewhere.
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3.9.3 Scalability
How will the application be scaled for global reach? If multiple installations or servers are
required, how will the data be kept in synch?

3.9.4 Load Testing
How will the solution be load and performance tested?

3.9.5 Load balancing
Millward Brown experiences very concentrated usage of dashboards during certain times,
typically after the monthly update, across the 2,500 users currently registered with the
system. What strategies do you have for coping with these peaks in demand?

3.9.6 Document delivery
For web-based solutions, compatibility with other document delivery systems, particularly
SharePoint, as this is used within Millward Brown.

3.9.7 Customization
What capabilities there are to customise the look and feel of any Web site or portal.

3.10 Challenges, Risks
Any challenges that you see – any risks identified and possible mitigation strategies
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4

Cost Estimate
With the benefit of having worked with some typical data, we would now like you to
prepare indicative costs of providing your solution. This should be based on providing one
set of deliverables in each category that you have been asked to provide (A, B and/or C)
based on the following assumptions.
We are able to provide the following metrics, as indicative of the scale of work involved,
and ask you to prepare an example estimate on that basis. Please make explicit any
assumptions you have made in your cost estimate, particularly when our figures indicate a
range.

4.1 Metrics
4.1.1 Questionnaire Metrics
A typical questionnaire consists of about 50 questions (counting grids as one question).
Several question types, simple categorical (single and multi), open ended, 2D questions (aka
grids, for example batteries of image statements for multiple brands), numeric (e.g. actual
age) and rating scales. A typical questionnaire would have examples of each type.
A response list is typically less than 25, but some unaided questions can rise to 1000.
Sample size is typically 100 per week, every week (but there may be breaks). Reporting is
usually every 4 weeks.
Pre-existing studies would usually require two years of back data to be produced to
populate an initial deliverable.

4.1.2 Usage Metrics
Typical KPI would show a sub-set of data, perhaps 10 questions each with 10 brands on 5
bases.
A small or single country project might have five users, a large or multi-country can easily
have 100 users. These numbers can double when MB users are added.
The total number of users we have on our current online solutions is 2500.
Users on a project may be grouped for the purpose of determining what deliverable
content they see; five groups is typical, namely senior manager, brand manager, regional
user, local user, MB user (a super set of the previous).
Usage frequency varies. It can be daily, but we always see uneven usage patterns with peak
simultaneous access after the data has been updated.
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4.2 Presentation of cost estimate
Please ensure that you provide costs for the following:
•

Design and build

•

Software licences

•

Server or hosting costs

•

Routine processing services

•

Software maintenance and updates

Please indicate clearly whether costs are:
•

One off (e.g. purchase costs)

•

Ongoing (monthly, annual…)

•

Per project

•

By volume
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5

Presentation

5.1 Agenda for the presentation
We would like you to follow this agenda when making your presentation. This is in order
to ensure that you are able to address each of the areas that the selection panel wishes to
examine within the time available:

1. Introductions (meaning, Milward Brown)

10 minutes

2. Presentation (part 1)

15 minutes

Your company

3-5 minutes

Your proposed solution

10-12 minutes

3. Demonstrations

1 or 1.5 hours

A – Enhanced reports (if applicable)

30 minutes

B – Dashboard reporting

30 minutes

C – Online analysis for end users (if applicable)

30 minutes

4. Presentation (part 2)

15 minutes

Discussion of data transfer method
5. Open discussion

20 minutes

You may be asked about your answers to the
supplementary questions provided in your written
submission during the open discussion
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Appendix A Current Media Files
A.1 Introduction
Media files are provided in the form of ASCII files. It should be noted that few media files
are provided, a more typical study would include multiple media files, for the various
brands and media. 100 files per study is not unusual. The structure of the media files is
explained in below. Note that the supplied media files are simplified, having 6 columns of
data for the areas, but each with the same value. In a more normal file each column of data
would be different, thus creating different values for the different combinations of area. But
the example will serve to illustrate the issue of displaying survey and non-survey data
together.
When plotting media data (weekly) alongside survey data (discrete or combined by a
moving average), it is usual to plot the media data for a week vertically aligned with the
survey data for the period that ends in that week.
An example for 4 weekly moving average
week numbers

week numbers

survey data

200941-200944

200942-200945

non survey data

200944

200945

In a media file, the date is a week commencing date.
The current standard media files are described below. They may seem cumbersome, but it
should be borne in mind that this system has grown organically from business
requirements, originally UK specific but now global, and can be adapted to fit local
conditions. For example the spend class T describes a file that can hold data by region that
must be weighted together to produce a meaningful result. The T originates from TV
GRPs being stored in this way in the UK. Any media may be stored in this way, as long as
the class is flagged as T. Similarly if regions are not required then TV GRP data could be
stored in class P files.

A.2 The SPENDS.TYP (Media spend) File
The spends.typ can be seen as the definition file for media.
There are five compulsory and one optional space delimited, fields per line, where the
number of lines depends on the number of different media types for each ATP:Field

Description

Spend Type

(40-file name) characters for the file extension indicating media type.
Special characters are allowed, spaces forbidden.

Class

T for tvr/grp-like (e.g. leftmost N columns for the UK TV regions,
weightable, campaign name from col 55 between | characters. N is set
by number of regions defined in the master.are)

(one character)

P for press-like (e.g. 3 columns for UK press regions, not weightable)
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I for precis-like (1 column only, assume national figures, not weightable)
O for other (1 column only, assume national figures, not weightable)
Column Width

One digit. Normally 4, or 7 for precis

Burst Totals

B for BURST TOTAL

(one character)

N for NO BURST TOTAL
Y for YEARLY TOTAL

Name

A string enclosed in double quotes to describe the media.

Weight file

Optional. The name of the weighting file to be used.

The length of the campaign name is up to 20 characters.
The total length of a media file name is 40 characters, including dots. The media file name
is parsed into two parts. The brand name, and that in the spends.typ which defines the
types. Thus the following are acceptable:
Brand name ‘Fred’, types in spends.typ tvr and prs
Fred.tvr
Fred.prs
Brand name ‘dorad’, types in spends.typ Wom1834.ga.trp and Men1834.ga.trp
Dorad.Wom1834.ga.trp
Dorad.Men1834.ga.trp
Internal systems will generate a default spends.typ, note there is no default weight file
name. It also defaults to 3 characters for the spend type column, that being the limit for a
file extension when the structure was defined.
imp

I

7

N

“Precis”

rad

P

4

N

“Radio”

pos

P

4

B

“Poster”

sal

P

4

B

“Sales”

prs

P

4

B

“Print”

frq

T

4

B

“Frq”

cov

T

4

B

“Coverage”

grp

T

4

B

“GRPs”

tvr

T

4

B

“GRPs”
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File extensions to differentiate media spend types may be whatever the user chooses, but
must be specified in the spends.typ.
A user defined file could contain the following information:sam

I

7

N

“Samples”

rad

P

4

B

“Radio”

bil

P

4

Y

“Billboard”

sal

P

4

B

“Sales”

prs

P

4

B

“Print”

mom

T

4

B

“GRPs - mothers”

“MOM.WGT
”

kid

T

4

B

“GRPs - children”

“KID.WGT”

grp

T

4

B

“GRPs”

tvr

T

4

B

“GRPs”

This is a general example of a Spends.typ file:
imp I 7 N "Precis" "none"
rad P 4 N "Radio" "none"
pos P 4 B "Poster" "none"
sal P 4 B "Sales" "none"
prs P 4 B "Print" "none"
frq T 4 B "Frq" "main.wgt"
cov T 4 B "Coverage" "main.wgt"
grp T 4 B "GRPs" "main.wgt"
tvr T 4 B "" "main.wgt"

A.3 The .ARE (area names) File
The ARE file defines the mnemonics used in any display of area names, and in the case of
spend class T enables the numbers in the WGT file to be ordered correctly. Note that
the spend type names used below have arisen for historical reasons, any media, or other
external data, for example sales figures, can be held in any file. All that is required is the
spends.typ be correctly set up. The date is acceptable in either of two formats (see below).
Spend type

Spend class symbol

ARE file name

WGT used?

TV

T

MASTER

Yes

Press (Print)

P

PRESS

No
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Precis (Impact)

I

PRECIS

No

Other

O

OTHER

No

The ARE record format is:
Columns

Description

1-2 or 1-4

Spaces (number depends on date format)

3-10

Date in the form ddmmyyyy or ddmmyy

or 5-10
11

Space

12 onwards

The area definition fields.
There is no fixed field width, but each field may be up to 10 characters wide.
Space is the field delimiter. The text must have no embedded spaces, and should
be lowercase.
There is no maximum limit for the number of areas

The mnemonics can be changed to suit local requirements.
The default UK mnemonics (all lower case) are:
Mnemonic

TV Region/Franchise

lon

London (weekend and Thames/Carlton)

tvs

Southern or TVS/meridian

mid

Midlands or central

york

Yorkshire

tt

Tyne Tees

gran

Granada

scot

Scotland (this is 75% Scottish TV and 25% Grampian)

har

Harlech/Wales/HTV

west

Westward/TSW/Westcountry

ang

Anglia/East of England

Hence the master file for the UK contains the following area details prefixed with an
effective start date:
010180 lon tvs mid york tt

gran scot har west ang

The system generated USA file is:010180 nat
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In the default example below the PRESS.ARE defines three areas whose mnemonics are
‘nat’, ‘engw’ and ‘other’. The latter is still active in the UK for historical .PRS files.
010180 nat engw other
It is possible for the ARE file to evolve to include more areas over time, and hence the wgt
and media files too, subject to the media data being before the immoveable constraint of
the campaign label being in column 55. It is also possible for the areas to remain the same
in number but to change their positions, requiring that the wgt and media files change at
the same point.

A.4 The .WGT (Weight) File
This applies to any spend defined as type T in the SPENDS.TYP file.
If data is available by region, then it must be combined together correctly using population
weights in order to produce meaningful results.
These percentage figures are specified in a ‘sample’.WGT file in the SPEND sub-directory,
where ‘sample’ indicates the nature of the population, for example ADULTS.WGT. Each
.WGT file must have as many entries per line as there are areas defined in the
MASTER.ARE file that defines the site specific television areas and is explained in the next
section. The figures must add to 100%. There may be as many lines in the file as is
necessary to register the changing population demographics over time. Each line must
therefore be prefixed with the date from which the figures are effective. The date is
acceptable in either of two formats.
The record format is:
Columns

Description

1-2 or 1-4

Spaces (number depends on date format)

3-10 or 5-10

Date in the form ddmmyyyy or ddmmyy

11

Space

12 onwards

The 5 character wide fields for the weights. The fields should be delimited with
a space character.
Weights are extracted from fixed positions 12, 18, 24, 30 etc. 5 characters at a
time (99.99, 100.0, 8.96).
Any leading and trailing spaces within the 5 characters are ignored.

An example for UK ADULTS is:010180 20.49 8.51 15.38 10.45

5.59 13.06 9.08 8.05 2.93 6.46

As mentioned above each record must have as many fields as there are areas specified in
the job specific or MASTER.ARE record.
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Use the MASTER.ARE and WGT files to specify site or ATP specific area and population
details.
For example in Australia the files may be as follows:MASTER.ARE: 010192 syd

mel

AUSSIE.WGT: 010192 60.0

40.0

While in Singapore the files may contain the following detail
MASTER.ARE: 010180 tot
MAIN.WGT:

010180 100.0

A.5 Data Combinations Using the WGT File
When class T is used data values will be combined across selected areas a according to the
formula:
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Appendix B The XMS (non-existence) file
Most tracking studies are not interviewed continually without breaks and it is the XMS file
that details weeks with no interviewing. It is thus a period of non-existence for all
questions and responses, but the behaviour of rolling it across can be controlled. Start and
end week numbers of each break and break type (big or small) are specified in the .XMS
file.
Two types of break are permissible, a "small break" (the default) and a "big break". A ‘small’
break designates that the system will ‘roll over’ the interviewing break, while a ‘big’ break,
‘B’ against the relevant record, will not: the rolling or discrete time periods will be restarted from the first ‘post break’ week.
eg.

8851 8852

default small break for weeks 8851 to 8852 inclusive

8951 8952

S (explicit specification for a small break)

9016 9032

B big break no interviews for weeks 9016 to 9032
inclusive

9051 9052
9152 9201
The file should be placed in the SPEND sub-directory. The format of the file is:
first_week_of_gap
last_week_of_gap
optional_big_break_indicator
Each item is on the same line and is separated by a space.
Week numbers are used, YYWW or YYYYWW are acceptable.
8851 8852
199916 199932 B
Data points are not generated for weeks when no interviewing takes place. In a "small
break", the first post ‘break’ data point, in the case of rolling 4 weekly data, is produced by
rolling the first week of data after the ‘break’ with the last 3 before, then 2 weeks after
with 2 weeks before etc. The alternative is used in circumstances when interviewing is
suspended for a much longer period or there has been a burst of media activity and it is
inadvisable to ‘roll over’ the gap. In this instance, using an RnW example, the first data
point will occur at the end of the ‘n’th week but the corresponding graphing point will be
positioned at the start of the ‘n’th week after the break.
Graphing points, whether data or spend, are positioned at the start of the last week of
each analysis period.
NOTE A distinction must be made between data points and graphing points. For both
‘small’ and ‘big’ breaks, the GAP in the GRAPH LINE will give the appearance of spanning
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an additional week. Taking the R4W and ‘small break’ example, the effect of not joining the
points either side of the 2 week break makes the GAP in line equivalent to 3 weeks, even
though only two weeks of data are missing!
(BIG LINE GAP = number of weeks without interviews PLUS ‘n’ weeks,
SMALL LINE GAP = number of weeks without interviews PLUS ONE )

week number

9050

9051

xmas break (no ints)

9052

9101

o

o

9102

9103

9104

9105

9106

r4w data & big break

•

•

—

—

—

—

—

•

•

r4w data & small break

•

•

—

—

•

•

•

•

•

Key:

o

indicates weeks with no interviews.

—

indicates weeks with NO data points.

•

Indicates weeks WITH data points.
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Appendix C Current reporting example
This appendix reproduces the information originally provided to you in our Seeking
Expressions of Interest document, in Chapter 3.

C.1 ‘Dip charts’: reporting unevenly distributed time periods
Charts must preserve calendar relationships in their true spatial relationship where
interviewing periods are not equidistant. For example, an annual survey may comprise
three ‘dips’ or fieldwork periods: in June (prior to launch), November (during the
advertising period), then a post-advertising dip in August.
An example of such a chart is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 A ‘Dip Chart’ – using an equidistant time axis to present two different
charts together

C.2 Report on cases by rolled and discrete intervals data
It is customary in market research to present rolled data, whereby weekly data is
presented with several previous weeks, e.g. four rolling weeks, where a week is combined
with the preceding three weeks. This is done to smooth the data, and may also be done to
compensate for small samples in each individual week of data. What is less usual, but
something which Millward Brown often presents in reports, is to show different rolled
combinations on the same chart. An example of this appears in Figure 2.
Reports need to be able to allow any combinations of time – typically
•

rolling periods, where the period could by any number of weeks;

•

discrete periods with start and end dates and an interval specified (e.g. weekly
data from January to June in 4 week intervals, each week contributing only to one
interval)

•

custom periods (e.g. April to September, October to December)

Ideally, when these are specified, users should be able to select the dates from an onscreen calendar.
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Figure 2 Reporting discontinuities in the data and different rolled periods

C.3 Reassign to standard time periods on an actual date basis
Reports and charts need to be able to re-calibrate the periods according to the actual
date on the interview record. E.g. although the data may be collected in weekly intervals, if
the a calendar month is specified, to extract and present those cases which fall into that
calendar month.
Many reporting systems assume that data belong to a wave, and this is effectively the
lowest level of granularity in reporting time.
You will note that all of the time axes in the charts shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 are
calibrated in Months; yet the underlying data have been collected and added to the system
in either weekly periods, or at separate points in time (dips).
Typical time periods used are:
•
•
•
•

Weeks
Calendar months
Quarters (Q1, Q2, Q3 or Q4)
Whole years

Clients may have their own custom periods too, with their own definitions, e.g. “Spring”,
4-week periods. With Quarters, Q1 may not always start on 1 January.

C.4 Differentiate between zero, missing and not-asked values
Time based studies necessarily change. Functionality is needed to:
•

Understand that questions/responses will join/leave a study, and at a survey level,
be able to omit reporting. (This is discussed in detail below: see C.5 Handling
missing periods in trend charts)

•

At a case level, be able to distinguish between no responses because the question
was not on the questionnaire (not-asked values) from zero values (‘on
questionnaire but not selected’)

•

Also to be able to differentiate between values that are missing because the
question did not exist, and values that are missing because the question was asked
but there are no data for that period.

•

Store this ‘existence’ information and access it automatically
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•

Reveal ‘existence’ affects analyses and results

C.5 Handling missing periods in trend charts
There are many reasons why, in the continuous collection of data, there may be periods
for which no data has been collected. In typical charting solutions, when presenting a
trend chart, if there are no data for a period, the chart will treat this as a zero value,
rather than a set of missing values, and the trend will plunge down to the origin, then rise
steeply to the next period for which data exist. Where missing periods occur in any time
series, Millward Brown require that the chart is ‘silent’ for that period, and that there is a
break in the trend line until the next period where data exist. See Figure 3 for an example
of the incorrect treatment and Figure 4 for the correct treatment.

Figure 3 Incorrect reporting of missing periods

Figure 4 Correct reporting of missing periods

C.6 Multiple media charts with period labelling
Another chart frequently presented by Millward Brown to its clients is a composite chart
showing tracking data in the upper section, and then several secondary charts, all calibrated
to the same time axis, showing individual periods or ‘bursts’ of advertising. These will
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normally be provided as summary data identified by a date or period. The value could be
spend or a volume metric such as number of ad insertions or plays.
Each burst must be represented graphically as a peak, and the value for each peak shown
over each peak. If the chart shows several different brands, then there will be a different
secondary chart for each brand. In this case, for ease of comparison, the y axis should be
calibrated equally in each of the secondary charts.
An example of this kind of chart is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 Composite charts sharing the same time calibration

C.7 Peaks and troughs value labelling
Another chart option required on tracking charts is to print value labels only at the peaks
and troughs in the charted trend lines. This can apply to any trend chart, whether the data
are rolled or not, continuous or discontinuous, etc. Figure 6 shows an example of a chart
in which peaks and troughs labelling is show on 4-week rolled data where there are
missing periods in some of the brands or measures being reported.

Figure 6 Peaks and troughs value labelling
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C.8 Label and trend line alignment
You will observe from the charts in Figure 5 and Figure 6 that the labels describing the
trend lines have been aligned with the point where each trend line crosses the right margin
of the chart. It would be desirable if this convention could be followed in any other
charting solutions offered.

C.9 General note on presentation style
The examples shown in this section reflect the presentation style currently in use in many
Millward Brown reports. We do not prescribe that charts should look exactly like this –
what is important is that the charts should be clear to read and easily convey the
information to the reader. We are open to suggestions as to how the presentation could
be improved to make them both clearer and visually more appealing.
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